Robert Kresson
Referred to by media as “The Country’s Top Counterespionage
Investigator” Private Investigations, & TSCM Expert.
37 years as a private investigator. As the CEO of Empire Investigation LLC we work with
individuals and corporate clients worldwide providing outside of the box solutions.
Featured in the Saudi Gazette as one the USA’s top counterespionage TSCM investigators.
Major media refers to me as the leading authority on investigation and surveillance. Fox TV
said “the real-life James Bond.” Pittsburg Tribune Review said, “Kresson can convert
anything into a one-man spy kit.”

Specialize in customizing the most sophisticated cutting edge surveillance technology in the
world and our International Expert Private Investigators obtain the most sensitive
information competently and discreetly.
✓ Licensed detective agency since 1982
✓ Experience in high quality, confidential, resourceful exploration and expert analysis of a
broad range of issues
✓ Sophisticated and discrete private investigation services to clients throughout the world
✓ Helping clients achieve diverse objectives through human intelligence, behavioral
analysis and state of the article technology
✓ Cutting-edge equipment innovation that responds to a constantly changing surveillance
countermeasure environment
Have been featured on ABC, NBC, CBS, Fox-TV, and Pittsburgh’s WPXI Channel 11 and
WTAE Channel 4.

Instructor, Private Investigator, Extreme Surveillance Expert
Company NameSurveillance Expo
Dates Employed
Jun 1994 – Apr 2006
Employment Duration11 yrs 11 mos
LocationWashington D.C.

Conducted annual seminars and training sessions for field surveillance professionals in
extreme surveillance techniques using cutting-edge technology and techniques in
collaboration with G. Gordon Liddy.
Topics included:
1. Camouflage Proficiency: successful hidden camera operation under a variety of
environmental conditions
2. Using Common Tools to Accomplish Your Goals (AKA The MacGuyver seminar)
3. How to Hide a GPS in Less Than 30 Seconds: note that government agencies were
averaging 8 hours per GPS
4. Selecting the Right Equipment for the Job: shared expertise and knowledge of the breath
of innovative and novel equipment available
5. Re-engineering and Reverse Engineering Equipment to Serve Any Purpose: specialist in
creating fresh and unique functions for any high-tech apparatus

Technical Security Counter Measures (TSCM) Training Expert
Company Name: Ross Engineering
Dates Employed
Jan 1997 – Feb 2003
Employment Duration 6 yrs 2 mos

Instructed and trained others in TSCM equipment use. Knowledge of highly specialized
equipment to search and detect bugs and taps. Highly skilled and accurate Threat
Assessments for corporate and individual clients. Company voted top TSCM firm in the US
by ASIS.
Sophisticated clients and contractors understand the highly proprietary and confidential
nature of many of these tools. Specifics available upon request with consultation.
Areas of expertise include:
1. Non-linear Junction Detection
2. Contact Microphones
3. Spectrum Analyzers
4. REI Oscar, Orion
5. Select private-use equipment from government-quality contractors
6. Many other technical custom-made counter measure equipment

